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I was myself not a little confused by the warmth anc of his exclamation, but after a few moments of silenc pose my thoughts I returned to the subject. His express! as it was natural they should in the first instance, to 1 aspect and bearing of the suggestion. The idea presc mind was that of sacrificing his friend to appease the c enemies than which nothing could be more revolting to I therefore hastened to say that my faith in the extent a of his friendship had no limits—that I knew as well as thing that he would sooner endure any degree of person injustice and persecution than consent to my leaving the any object or for1 any reasons save such as were by the ol honor and of patriotism made binding upon both of would immediately perceive that our personal feelings <r were not worthy of consideration, under the •circumstain we found ourselves, when compared with the greater what we both and especially what, from,the higher elim trusts he had assumed, he owed to the Country and tx whose agents we were. Undoubtedly there were many an points to be calmly and carefully reviewed before we c< arrive at a correct conclusion on the main question, ar him that I had not ventured to disturb his feelings by th I had made without having long and anxiously cons every possible aspect and that, if he would give me a pat I thought I could satisfy him that the course I had po perhaps the only safe one open to us. He agreed to 1 in a manner and in terms affording1 small encouragemc success of my argument. I proceeded for four hours, only to brief interrogations from him, to present in do sons upon which my suggestion was founded, extending-and, as far as I was able, a clear review of the public i of our own duties and feelings involved in the matter. 1 of it we passed without notice the Tenally Town gate, a the limit of our rides in that direction, and did not read long after our usual dinner hour. He heard me through with patience but with deep interest. In returning he as were my own views, as to the future, if he should accept

